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Who among us reading this story has ever treasured a 
book so much that you stitched it together in order to 
save it?  Well, great-great-Aunt Alice did just that!  
This is rather remarkable.  
 
It is obvious from so many family history documents 
on Aunt Alice that she was a person of deep faith, 
further reinforced by this small book.  It is published 
by a religious organization, sharing a message based on 
faith and a strong denunciation against the use of 
alcohol.    

                6½" x 4"   
 
The book is amazingly widely available online, both in its original condition and in republished formats.  An old 
edition is selling on eBay for $43.95, with new ones going for $46.  While it was mainly published in 1870, it 
seems an earlier edition came out in 1855.  
 
Wikipedia states:  "The Religious Tract Society, founded 1799, was the original name of a major British 
publisher of Christian literature intended initially for evangelism, and including literature aimed at children, 
women, and the poor. The society started by publishing tracts, but rapidly expanded their work into the 
production of books and periodicals. Their books were mostly small.  From the 1860s, the Society began 
publishing novels aimed at women and children, providing a platform for a new generation of women writers." 
 
Despite its continuing popularity, I had trouble finding a summary of the story.  Here is the best I could do:  
"Alice Leigh's Mission is a touching story of the life of a poor girl, left motherless, to rough it for herself.  We 
have many pictures of the struggles of the poor in our large cities.  She is brought to the knowledge and love of 
Christ, and she is early removed, her end being one of peace and joy."     
 
My copy, passed on to Grandma (Sallie Marie Holwell Moore), probably when Aunt Alice tragically died in a 
car accident in 1940, and then to me, is one of the most fragile family history books I have handled.  I didn't  
even turn to the end to see how little Alice Leigh died.   

 
I would not have known from the cover what the title 
is---nearly worn off---and the inside yields no 
publishing information due to missing pages.  It skips 
from the inside front cover to the first page of the tale.    
 
 
 
 
 
 



Thank goodness, the personal writing inside 
survived these 133 years (more or less)!  Aunt 
Alice wrote "Miss Alice Holwell   Book."  
Grandma (her niece) then wrote, "born 1872   
She loved this book.  about 1887."  However 
Grandma arrived at the date, old it is.  If she 
was correct, that places Aunt Alice at age 15 
given it.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This photo is likely before Aunt Alice 
received her prized book, but close 
enough---excellent of Alice (left) and 
her sister, Bertie. And a picture an 
estimated five years beyond the book 
coming into Alice's life…. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
There is also writing inside the back cover.  My belief in a Chinese proverb, 
"The faintest pencil is greater than the sharpest memory," is fading along 
with these century+ words.   The back cover is well beyond recognition, but 
let's take a look at the second to last page.   
 
 



The top is by Aunt Alice's mother, Mary 
Louisa Desdemona White Holwell Jenkins.  I 
would so love to know what my 2x great-
grandmother wrote to her daughter, apparently 
upon gifting her this book, but I can only 
make out a few words and likely not even 
those.  Suggestions are welcome!     
 
"Alice" and the remainder are perhaps written 
by Aunt Alice.   
 
 t-e is a ? ?  
 this old deserter (?) 
 -ill -t-erse a ? ?  
 ? ? the book  
 bridge still the  
 
  Alice  
 
in memories casket. Keep 
one pearl for "?"  (someone's name)  
 
 She is now at rest.   
 
 
 
 

As to the "memories casket" line, an Internet search showed that there is an 1891 book named Memory's Casket  
by Lucy Hall Walker Washington and that what Aunt Alice wrote was also a common entry in autograph 
albums of the time.  A search of those kept by both Aunt Alice and by my birth grandmother, Minnie Nadine 
Holwell Moore, showed no such entry in Aunt Alice's, but one in Minnie's.  Marie apparently attended the state 
normal school at Warrensburg with Minnie.  Her salutation of "Minna" was new to me.  I wish I could read the 
last word in the quotation marks above and am thinking it is some version of "Bertie," Aunt Alice's sister who 
died in 1895 at age 25 of tuberculosis.  The last line of being at rest could then pertain to Bertie--or whoever is 
referenced.  
 
 

Dear Minna, 
 
 “Drop one pearl in memory’s 
 casket for me.” 

 
   Yours lovingly 

        Marie A. Black  
 
 January 4, 1891 
 Warrensburg, Mo. 
 
 
 
 



Since I didn’t want to 
handle this delicate 
book any more than 
necessary, I scanned 
just these two pages of 
text, opened at random, 
to learn that Alice was 
"crippled" and that her 
father had a major 
problem with alcohol.  
Apparently he had 
curtailed his drinking 
for awhile, but was 
lured back into the bar 
where he succumbed 
under pressure from his 
companions to "that 
fatal, maddening drink."  
 
 
 
 

 
Is it possible that this gift to Aunt Alice as an adolescent had an impact on her 
becoming a staunch prohibitionist?  As I wrote in a prior story, "Alice was a member of 
the WCTU in Adrian and went on to serve in the prohibition movement while living in 
Montana."  A newspaper article states, “Adrian  Oct – 30. 1902  This is to certify that 
Miss Alice Holwell is a neighbor in good standing with the Adrian Women’s Christian 
Temperance Union, and we gladly recommend her to all White Ribboners.”   
 

Alice Leona Holwell Sartain 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the photo wall in my antique study, Daddy's side is on the left and Mother's on the right.  The gilt frame with these two pictures 

of Aunt Alice is under the red arrow.  I fondly remember it hanging in Grandma and Grandpa's sunroom where Linda and I slept 
on a marvelous feather bed brought out from Missouri!   



Now for a closer exploration inside by using online resources---far less fragile and more complete!    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here the reader has met poor little Alice Leigh and 
is also better acquainted with Aunt Alice, 
especially by tying this diatribe against drinking to 
Aunt Alice's efforts in later life toward its 
eradication.  


